Semester 2 · 2016
13:00-14:00 | Madsen Conference Room (449)

Wednesday August 10th
Dr Amanda Tattersall & Assoc Prof Kurt Iveson (Geosciences) | Urban Alliances: a strategy for organising the 21st Century City

Wednesday August 17th
Dr Ming Yang (World Bank) | Knowledge management and sustainable city development in SE Asia

Wednesday August 24th
Dr Jeff Neilson (Geosciences) | Wallacean Geography: The work and legacy of Alfred Russel Wallace

Wednesday August 31st
Dr Sophia Maalsen (Architecture, Design & Planning) | The Praxis and Politics of Building Urban Dashboards

Wednesday September 7th
Prof Helga Leitner & Prof Eric Sheppard (UCLA) | Commodifying an urban commons - contested accumulations through displacement in Jakarta **SPECIAL EVENT - VENUE TBC**

Wednesday September 14th
Pratichi Chatterjee (Geosciences) | The work of property – who belongs here
Alistair Sisson (Geosciences) | Cités, slums, ‘shitholes’: Making sense of territorial stigmatisation

Wednesday September 21st
Dr Brad Garrett (University of Southampton) | Researching Transgression in an Age of Dread

Wednesday September 28th
Dr Robert Fisher (Geosciences) | “A bright shining lie”? Are the multiple objectives of REDD+ achievable?

Wednesday October 5th
Dr Raewyn Graham (Geosciences) | “We love our horses”: an analysis of affective horse-human relationships in international jumps racing

Wednesday October 12th
Lisa-Michèle Bott (University of Cologne) | Building adaptive capacity through trans-local social capital
Annie Wu (Geosciences) | Temporary labour movements in Timor-Leste: an ethnographic study of emigration and social remittances

Wednesday October 19th
Dr Jo Gillespie (Geosciences) | Wetlands Conservation and Property Rights: a legal geography approach

Wednesday October 26th
Craig Lyons (Geosciences) | The production of informal landscapes of musical performance in Sydney
Tamsin Fisher (Geosciences) | Mobile media tools for ecological citizenship in the contemporary city

All welcome!
for information and updates contact
alistair.sisson@sydney.edu.au